
 
 

Name of Candidate   ________________________   Office  ________________________ 
                                       Please print 

Indicate whether you support, oppose or are undecided on the proposals below with an X after your 

choice: 

1. Increase the share of county revenues going to education. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

2. Start high school classes later than those for elementary and middle school. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

3. Permit students to use bathrooms and locker rooms based on gender identity, even if 

inconsistent with their biological sex.   

 Support  ____________Oppose_____________    Undecided______________ 

 

4. Hire retired police as armed security guards for elementary schools. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________    Undecided______________ 

 

5. Allow students to attend off-premises religious education twice a week. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

6. Accelerate pay increases for teachers in the first five years of teaching to promote retention. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

7. Endorse legislation to offer tax relief for tuition expenses incurred by parents of nonpublic 

school students. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

8. Alter sex education curriculum to increase awareness and acceptance of LGBTQ relationships.   

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

9. Allow home school students to try out for high school sports, music and ROTC. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

10. Use only abstinence-based sex education curricula. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

11. Seek legislation allowing school boards to levy taxes for educational purposes. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

      Initial _____ 



 
 

12. Notify parents of counseling on suicide, depression, drug use, pregnancy & contraception.  

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

13. Require parents’ permission prior to teaching sex education to their children. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

14.   Offer more career and technical education classes. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided________________ 

 

15. Retain “school based management” to increase accountability to parents. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

16. Accord student expression of religious views the same freedom as all other speech. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided_____________ 

 

17. Oppose new residential development until permanent classrooms replace trailers. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

18. Increase funding for mental health services at rate equal to funding to hire more teachers. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

19. Rigorously enforce criteria for promotion to next grade level. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

20. Encourage ESL students to take courses taught in English as soon as feasible.   

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________ 

 

21. Pay the school superintendent no less than the highest paid county official. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided_______________ 

 

22. Offer courses about the history, beliefs and literature of various religions. 

Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided___________ 

 

23. Permit religious clubs to use facilities or announce activities on the same basis as all other 

student groups.    Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided_____________    

 

24. Require students & teachers to use pronouns to fit a person’s gender identity, instead of 

biology.  Support  ____________Oppose_____________Undecided______________    

 

 

Signature __________________________         Date:  ______________ 


